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A view of 
Britannia Bay, as 
seen from the drive 
to Basil's Bar, on

the island of 
Mustique. 

The sister islands of Bequia, Canouan, and Mustique have long drawn people in search of 

escape-from the rat race, the paparazzi, or society as a whole. MAURA EGAN explores three 

very different enclaves that, despite recent development, remain hidden in plain sight. 
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Clockwise from top left: 
Basil Charles enjoys a 
beer at his namesake 
bar with Gabija 
Mitchell, daughter of 
Mustique Company 
manager feannette 
Cadet; the iconic pink 
umbrellas on the beach 
at the Mandarin 
Oriental, Canouan, 
formerly the Pink Sands 
Club; the bridge of Star 
of the Sea, available for 
guest charters at Bequia 
Beach Hotel; Turtles, 
one of the bars at the 
Mandarin Oriental. 
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their own pools, just steps from the beach. There's also a 
five-bedroom colonial-style mansion in the hills and an 
infinity pool-but not much else. Liming in Caribbean 
slang means "hanging out" or "enjoying the scene." It's a 
pretty easy directive to follow. I quickly found myself 
falling into a routine: dip in the pool, read on the chaise, 
jump in the sea, eat, nap, rinse, repeat. 

When I could peel myself away from this blissful 
schedule, I headed into Port Elizabeth, a town lined with 
melon-colored houses with gingerbread trim, frangipani 
trees, and docks filled with fishing boats. Here, older ladies 
trickled out of St. Mary the Virgin, a handsome stone 
Anglican church, to buy fruit from Rastafarian farmers at 
the market. Fishermen pulled huge lobsters from the water. 
Bequia is very much a working island, with an old-fashioned 
Caribbean community feel. I learned later that it is one of 
only four places in the world where "aboriginal whaling" 
is still legal, as long as the traditional methods-harpoons 
and wooden boats-are used. In fact, a humpback had been 
taken down just weeks before I arrived. 

When I asked Vibe how neighboring islands compare to 
Bequia, he dug his thumb into his chest. "This is my island," 
he told me. "It's open and relaxed and real." 

IN 1993, SOME 20 MILES south on the island of Canouan, an 
Italian-Swiss developer named Antonio Saladino built a 
sprawling resort called Carenage Bay Beach & Golf Club, 
hoping to lure Europeans. Ever since that hotel's arrival, this 
verdant hump of an island-population 1,700-has been 
carved up by foreign developers trying to turn it into the 
next big beach enclave for billionaires. It was all fits and 
starts-despite its astonishing beaches, Canouan was simply 
too hard to get to, either by plane or by boat. After years of 
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failing to attract tourists, the property was taken over by 
Rosewood, and in 2003, Raffles, at which point Saladino 
invited Donald Trump to operate a casino there. Saladino's 
venture was ultimately unsuccessful, eventually bulldozed by 
Dermot Desmond-the Irish-born owner of Barbados's 
Sandy Lane-and replaced with the Pink Sands Club. 

The property changed hands again in 2018, when 
Mandarin Oriental took over operations. (As for Trump's 
failed casino? Many will delight in telling you the building 
now serves as a hurricane shelter.) With the arrival of 
Mandarin, it feels like Canouan is at last about to hit the 
big time. Desmond recently put the finishing touches on 
Glossy Bay, a $250 million, 120-slip marina near the resort 
with luxury stores and restaurants. He boasted to the 
local papers that Glossy Bay would be "as identifiable to 
the Grenadines as the leaning Tower of Pisa, as the Eiffel 
Tower, as Buckingham Palace." 

On my way to the Mandarin Oriental, we drove past a few 
shiny super-yachts at the new marina, where guests were 
dining at Shenanigans, a clubby waterfront restaurant. Other 
than the resort-which takes up about two-thirds of the 
island-the marina remains (Continued on page 108) 

Sunset on the 
beach al the 
Liming, on Bequia. 

From top: A 
bartender at the 
Liming mixes 
tropical cocktails; 
Veranda, the main 

restaurant at the 
Cotton House, on 

Mustique. 








